Defunding Cops: A Modest Proposal
There's a move afoot to defund police in some of the communist areas
of the country. Ever since a repeat felon with Fentanyl and crystal meth
in his bloodstream died in police custody in MInneapolis, "Democrat"
politicians have fallen all over each other pandering to blacks, and one
proposal is to defund municipal police departments.
This meets with strong approval among all black criminals, who hate
cops because they interfere with their "black lifestyles." Drugs, auto
theft, prostitution, drunk driving, dice games, driving without a license,
burglaries, shoplifting, and many other pastimes practiced by the black
criminal element become much more difficult when cops are around.
The current mayor of Los Angeles, Eric Garcetti is the idiot son of the LA
District Attorney who guaranteed O.J. Simpson's acquittal by holding
his murder trial in LA rather than Brentwood. Mayor Garcetti now vows
to cut more than $150 Million from LA's police budget next year. Similar
virtue-signaling was proposed by mindless communists and pandering
idiots on the Minneapolis City Council, and in New York City.
Here's my suggestion to police: If municipal authorities succeed in
drastically cutting the police budget in your city, plan for the entire
police force to GO ON STRIKE for three weeks. Have a plan in place to
do so, and at a given signal, execute your plan without hesitation.
Give them a glimpse of the future. Once you return to duty, make
certain the mayor and city council are responsible for arranging their
OWN security.
The nigras will kill a lot of people, but they do that anyway. This might
teach a valuable lesson even to morons and cretins. Soon, the brighter
criminals will recognize that Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood Hills and

other wealthy and leftist enclaves offer attractive targets for "hitting a
lick," and the dilettante residents will finally get a well-deserved "good
dose of n*ggers." With no cops, it will be like shooting fish in a barrel
for the black criminal element.
The mayhem will eventually force each "blue" state's governor to call
up the National Guard. The latter will need to be issued live ammo and
will finally and reluctantly be given the authority to use deadly force
just to make a dent in the problem. They will blame President Trump, of
course, but even the inhabitants of Bora-Bora will know where the
blame really lies, even if CNN and MS-NBC viewers do not.
Meanwhile, if you are a cop in LA or Minneapolis or New York City, get
your resume` in order and your applications out to small and mediumsized towns and cities, where life is infinitely more civilized, the cost of
living is much lower, and where communists do not hold elective office.
You might even want to run for Sherriff...

